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Annual 2013 

Que no 1: 

An English & Mathematics teacher are talking in the staff room after 

their intelligence intermediate class performs badly in their subjects. 

The English teacher says the class was disinterested in her subject 

while her colleague comments that her subject was too difficult. 

a) Which defense mechanism is the English teacher using? 

b) Which defense mechanism is the Maths teacher using? 

c) According to Freud from which part of the mind to defense 

mechanism arise? 

d) Define altruism, Sublimation, Suppression? 

Ans: 

a) Projection 

b) Rationalization 

c) Unconscious Mind 
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d)  

Altruism:  Disinterested and selfless concern for the well-being of others. 

Sublimation:  The diversion of the energy of a sexual or other biological 

impulse from its immediate goal to one of a more acceptable social, moral, 

or aesthetic nature or use. 

Suppression: Consciously keeping unacceptable feelings and thoughts out 

of awareness. 

Que no 2: 

The head of an institution is very fond of his deputy because of the 

perfection in his work, punctuality, orderliness. 

a) Which personality traits does the deputy probably have ? 

b) Enlist other personality disorders of this trait. 

c) What is the difference b/w having a personality disorder & 

personality trait? 

Ans: 

a) Anankastic 

b) Paranoid , schizoid , antisocial , emotionally unstable , Histrionic, 

Anxious, Dependent 

c) Personality disorders are the full-blown characteristics of a trait that 

occur daily and throughout one's mind. Those with a personality 

disorder may struggle every day from this mental occurrence. 

However, someone with that personality trait may go on with life 

normally with no conflicts regarding that trait. Another factor that 

must be noticed is that people when personality disorders may lead to 

destructive behavior and acquire other characteristics revolving around 

that disorder. 

Que no 3: 

A. Draw Maslow’s pyramid of hierarchical needs. 

B. Why did Maslow propose a pyramid of needs instead of a 

square or some other shape? 

C. In hospital settings who is responsible for each step? 

Ans: 

A) 
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B) 

According to him, self actualization is considered to be the top need in 

hierarchy of needs in life. In order In which these needs are listed are 

important since the psychological needs must be satisfied before any 

other of it. For instance a starving man is preoccupied with his search for 

food, He is not bothered about what happens tomorrow as only today’s 

meal counts. But once he is assured of eating today, he can begin to 

worry about his safety needs and thus climbs up the hierarchy by one 

step. It is only when our basic needs are met, that energy is available for 

use in striving for greater understanding of ourselves & surroundings. 

In short a man always strive for better step by step just like covering 

steps of pyramid step by step. 

C) 

Basic psychological needs: Paramedics  

Safety:  Hospital administration 

Love & belongingness: Nursing staff 

Esteem & Recognition:  Doctor 

Self Actualization: Social & occupational rehabilitation centers by public 

health professionals & markers of health policy 
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Que no 4: 

As life becomes more & more stressful, suicide is becoming more & 

more prevalent in Pakistan. What are the factors which can be 

considered protective against suicide. 

Ans: 

 Sense of Connectedness 

 Having a “Significant Other” 

 Being Married 

 Having Children 

 Personal Resilience 

 Having strong Spiritual & Religious Beliefs 

 Economic Security 

 Good Health 

 Early detection & Treatment of Mental Disorder 

 Restricted Access to methods 

 

Que no 5: 

What is the influence of socio-cultural factors on therapeutics? 

Ans: 

The patients with different sociocultural background take medicines in 

different prespective.The traditional concept of the “Taseer” of the medicine, 

wether its hot or colds respected by the culturally sensitive doctor and he 

would adapt his scientific knowledge to the patient’s language to explain to 

him different aspects of the therapeutics. Many patients hold very strong 

views about injections because in their culture and society the injection are 

correlated with “dramatic results”. In other setups these are viewed with 

awe and fear as it denoted “last stage of treatment”. Also many Asians race 

are traditionally known to respond to low doses of psychotropic  medications 

as compared to their westerns counterparts, who need higher doses. As a 

practioner of holistic medicine, the doctor needs to understand these 

differences and belief models and address them tactfully using the same 

language and context that patient understands. The stigma attached to 

many modes and methods of treatments needs to be addressed on the same 

principals as that of stigma. There would be patients who need educations 
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about their treatment options and there would be others who require just 

the words of doctor to make them adhere to the treatment. A Doctor needs 

to learn to convert these factors to the benefit of the patient.  

 

Supply 2013 

Que no 1: 

You have to deliver a lecture in civil services Academy and are asked 

to talk about emotional intelligence. How will you cover this topic; 

briefly highlight the important components of this topic? 

Ans: 

Components of Emotional intelligence: 

Self awareness: 

Recognizing of one’s feelings as  they occur on crux of emotional 

intelligence.Being aware of one’s emotions makes one more confident when 

making important personal decisions. 

Mananging Emotions: 

Having appropriate emotional reactions is a capacity that builds on self 

awareness.Emotional resilience helps one to prevail over life’s inevitable 

setbacks & upsets. 

Motivating oneself: 

Being able to focus on a goal is essential for a range of accomplishments. 

Individuals  who can harness their emotions , and maintain hope and 

optimism  despite frustrations are generally more productive and effective in 

their undertaking. 

Recognizing emotions in others: 

Empathy is fundamental in interpersonal effectiveness. 

Handling relationships: 

Social competence underlies popularity, leadership, interpersonal 

effectiveness. 
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Que no 2: 

A patient in emergency expires; his relatives come and start 

shouting and arguing with you. How can u manage your anger? 

Ans: 

Methods of conflict resolution: 

The underlying emotions in all conflicts is bottled up anger, frustration and 

or an impression of being ignored, or of being ‘taken for granted’. The most 

common underlying cause is often not a lash of interests but a faulty 

communication or unfounded concerns. The worst ways of dealing with 

conflicts is to brush them under the carpet, to ignore them or to postpone 

their resolution. The following steps can resolve most conflicts readily: 

1. Meet conflicts head on. 

2. Set goals that lead to a win-win situation for both the parties in 

conflict rather than a victory of one party at the expense of the other. 

3. Plan for resolving the conflicts through free communication. 

4. Be honest about concerns and reservation and verbalize them as early 

as possible. 

5. Agree to disagree i.e. healthy disagreements lead ro better decisions. 

6. Get individual ego out of the negotiations, and avoid serving or 

pleasing one individual. Aim at satisfaction of group, rather than the 

leader alone. 

7. If you are the one coordinating the dialogue, let the negotiating team 

create solutions rather than vertically handing over the solutions-

people support what they create. 

8. Discuss differences in values openly. 

The best method of dealing with conflicts is however by preventing them. 

A sound management system in medical colleges, departments, wards 

and hospitals, that involves mechanisms of quality control, free horizontal 

interaction, sharing of information, a leadership based on principles of 

avoiding extreme action instead following a middle path or mean, 

ensuring equity and justice and imparting feelings of security and 

predictability can prevent the rise of conflicts as well as ensure their early 

resolution. 
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Que no 3: 

How fixation to a stage leads to abnormalities in the adulthood. give 

examples and explain using Feraud’s principles of psychosexual 

development. 

Ans: 

Psychodynamic theory of personality development: 

Feraud proposed that individual’s personality develop through 5 stages, 

psychosexual stages because each is characterized by efforts to obtain 

pleasure centered on one of several parts of body. 

Oral stage: 

When oral needs, need for food, are delayed the child’s personality may 

become fixated and manifest in behavior such as chewing pencils , smoking 

cigars , overeating and in personality characteristics such as excessive 

dependency , optimism and gullibility. 

Anal stage : 

18 months-3 years 

During this stage child seaks pleasure by retention and expulsion of feaces. 

Tolilet training by parents effects this stage. If parents are strict and 

demanding child may rebel and results in fixation AT THIS STAGE. It will 

manifest as child will be overly rigid, obsessed and orderly as adults as 

perfectionsit who becaome easily anxius, distress when time table as 

disturbed. 

Phallic stage: 

4-5 years 

In this phase child seak pleasure by fondling genitals and having intercations 

to opposite gender with one of parents. Disturbed phaliic stage results in 

disturbed relationship with both or either of the gender. 

Latent & Genital phase: 

6 year 
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In this stage sexual interests are suppressed. 

As the mature they develop greater ability to establish such relationships, 

thus setting the foundation for adult relationship. 

Que no 4: 

Professor of psychiatry was listening to you when you are 

interviewing a patient. He pointed out some important  deterrents  

to listening . Can you briefly highlight some important deterrents to 

listening. 

Ans: 

 Deterrents to listening means obstacles/ or Don’ts of listening 

 Lack of exclusivity 

 A preoccupied or anxious doctor 

 Awkward and uncomfortable seating 

 Lack of attention to non-verbal cues during active listening 

 Offensive remarks or value judgment on part of the doctor 

 Frequent interruptions 

 Selective listening 

 Day dreaming or dozing off during communication 

Que no 5: 

A politician comes to you and requests you to highlight important 

Do’s of the public speaking. How will you guide him not to do while 

delivering speech in JALSA? 

Ans: 

Do’s of Jalsa: 

1. Do show some enthusiasm and energy. If you're not excited about 

your topic, why should the audience be? 

2. Do face your audience. If you need to see your slides, then look either 

at the overhead projector in front of you or at the screen on the 

computer running your presentation. It's not only rude to turn your 

back on your audience, but it also means you're speaking into the 

screen or the wall and making it hard for them to hear you. 
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3. Do speak loudly enough to be heard by the entire audience, even 

those in the back row. 

4. Do remember that "I don't know" is a perfectly good answer. You 

needn't go into a five-minute explanation of why you don't know. If 

you're working on answering the question, just say that. 

5. Be yourself. 

6. Have something unique to say. People do not have to sit through your 

presentation to learn what it is you ar Evoke emotions — everyone can 

relate to these six emotions: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, 

and disgust. Evoke them with vivid imagery and emotional stories. 

(It’s good, especially for freaky people, to share something that we 

have in common with the audience members.) e speaking about. They 

can read about it 

7. Use emphasis on certain phrases 

8. Speak with confidence.  

9. Use Empathy and not Sympathy.  

10. Address Issues, elaborating from a broad spectrum to a specific 

one. 

Don’ts of JALSA: 

1. Don't distract from your message by including peripheral topics or 

excessive arcane detail. 

2. Don't forget that any lecture is a performance: you must work to get 

your message across. 

3. Don't fidget nervously in front of your audience. Make your 

movements and gestures purposeful. 

4. Don't stick your hands in your pockets, hook your thumbs under your 

belt, or engage in other creative diversions 

5. Don't start sentences with "So." 

6. Don't end sentences with "right?" or "OK?" 

7. Don’t be egotistical. Don’t knock others down to lift yourself up. 

8. Don't speak too fast or in monotone voice. 

9. Don't start or end late 

10. Don't panic and dress inappropriately 

11. Don't argue with the audience 

12. Maintain eye contact, don't limit yourself to a certain group.  

13. Be friendly, outgoing, calm and collective 

Que no 6: 
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A heavy rush of dengue fever is expected in emergency departments 

of hospitals in this session. You are to train students and doctors in 

dealing with verbal abuse. What are the important areas you will 

highlight  and talk and explain to them? 

Ans: 

 Using silence-gives the person time to reflect and become more aware 

of feelings. Silence can prompt elaboration. Simply being with the 

person is supportive. 

 Using non-verbal communication- maintaining eye contact, head 

nodding, caring facial expressions, and occasional “uh-huhs” lets the 

person know you are in tune. 

 Paraphrasing – understating, empathy, and intrest are conveyed by 

repeating portions of what the person said. Paraphrasing also checks 

for accuracy, clarifies misunderstandings, and lets people know that 

they have been heard. You could say, “so you are saying that…”, or “I 

have heard you say that…” 

 Reflecting feelings-helps the persons identify and articulate emotions. 

You could say, “you sound angry, scared, etc” 

  Allowing the expression of emotions-is an important part of healing. 

Venting often helps the person work through feelings in order to better 

engage in constructive problem solving 

Some Do’s and Don’ts 

 These are normal reactions to an abnormal situation  

 It is understandable that you feel this way 

 It was not your fault; you did the best you could  

 I am sorry that this happened  

 Things will get better, and you will feel better, although things may 

never  be the same again 

Don’t Say 

 It could have been worse 

 You can always get another car/house or have another child 

 It is best if you just stay busy  

 I know just how you feel 

 You need to get on with your life 

The counselling session are aimed at: 
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1. Establishing a relationship of mutual trust and caring in which patients 

feel secure and able to express themselves in any way or form 

necessary. 

2. Giving patients or their families a chance to seek clarification and 

explanation and of terms, issues and misgivings. 

3. Providing an opportunity to patients or whoever is being counselled to 

freely express his or her  feelings and emotions 

4. Provision of reassurance. 

5. Achieving a deeper and a clearer understanding of health related issue 

based understanding of health related issue based on scientific and 

various choices and options. 

6. Identifying the various choices and options alongside their pros and 

cons through a process of discussion and dialogue between the 

counsellor and the patient. 

7. Making a decision or reaching a solution than in considered most 

suitable. 

8. Seeking support of the counsellor for the mobilization of the resources 

required to implement the situation. 

9. Learning the necessary skills to cope or deal with he issue. Under no 

circumstances is the counsellor expected to decide on behalf of the 

proposed situation thus always rest on the shoulders of the patient 

seeking counsel and never on counsellor. If a medical student or a 

doctor opts to take up the role of a counsellor, he or she needs to 

develop and exhibit the following attributes 

Que no 7: 

Give some suggestions to understand culture. 

Ans: 

Culture is the outcome of the man-made part of our environment. It consists 

of abstract values, beliefs & prescriptions of world that are shared by a 

defined group of people and influences and reflects in their behavior. 

It is important  for a doctor to note that most persons believe that their 

culture is superior to all others. Therefore  cultural and societal biases, 

prejudices and ethnocentrisms must never be confronted in a doctor-patient 

relationship. They can be best addressed by adoption the following mindsets 

& strategies: 
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 Physicians cannot solve the people’s problems on their behalf but they 

can ehlp them solve their problems. 

 Easiest response to transcultural conflict is to behave as if they don’t 

exist ,and are not a barrier in doctor patient relationship. 

 Every individual is expected to behave according to unwritten ethnics 

customs and traditions and that diversity of behavior should be 

accepted and be created for in Outpatients, wards, waiting areas and 

therapeutic interactions. 

 One can make mistakes in transcultural interactions but one should 

readily accept and acknowledge them and learn from them to never 

repeat them.  

Que no 8: 

When a child starts going to school, He learns a number of new 

things from parents. A couple comes to you to complain that their 

child is uncomfortable. How will you teach them the principles of 

reinforcements in the behavior modification? So what is the 

reinforcement? Describe its types to parents? 

Ans: 

Que no 9: 

What is the traditional three-stage model of memory? Describe & 

explain. 

Ans:  

Human memory resembles a computer in that it consists of an information 

processing system that has 3 separate stages: 

Encoding: 

Sensory information is received and coded or transformed in to neural 

impulses that can be processed further or stored for later use. Apart from 

transduction a great deal of encoding process appears to be devoted to 

rehearsing  or repeating the input. 

 Storage: 

Like a computer the encoded information must be stored in the memory 

system. Although some information are just for one time use they are 
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discarded later but some are for frequent use they are stored on permanent 

basis. 

Retrieval: 

When computer program has been named and stored we can call it up by its 

name and use again. same like when we recall or bring a memory into 

consciousness, we have retrieved memory. 
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